The show consisted of approximately 20 sketches that poked fun at Ridley, television shows and the plights of life. In particular, one of the sketches was a spoof of aegean Amour, presenting what the show might be like if it suddenly were to turn into aegean Amour. The sketch depicted four men sitting in a living room, preparing to watch a shiny game and dig into a box of pizza. Suddenly, they realized the remote control was missing. The punch line came when one man’s wife entered with the remote, but he and Ida, the butter knives and the guys had to turn the TV on manually.

Another favorite sketch of the night that left the audience laughing included superheroes on vacation at the beach. While Clark bidden hopped around, Robin was bust-giving Barry a massage. The bust part was when cast member Joe Sabatine, a sophomore, came on stage as Wonder Woman and made passes at the other superheroes.

In the superhero sketch, Mayo did his part to join in on the fun by playing his role as Bambam’s batman, Alonzo. Other hilarious Mayos cameo included his Dean Mayo look-alike skit, and his portrait of near-freak-far figure Danny Tanner on the favorite sitcom of the past, Full House.

In the Full House sketch, the actors did a superb job recreating the crazy family members of the Tanner clan, and according to alumnus Drew Bentley, “miraculously summed up the entire series in three minutes.”

For the most part, cast members worked effectively together to spark laughter and smirks from the audience. Most of the skit proved to be great hits. They were able to set a humorous mood, and elicited a high level of enthusiasm from the audience that helped assure cast members’ energy and excitement.

The second act, however, was very hard to follow. The tension the characters were at changed suddenly without any warning. The same actors were used for each section and the same cast came to bear. As the rehearsals ended, the audience grew more confused. The tension present on stage was rarely clear. The audience in the audience could relate to at least one of the characters on a personal level. Whether it be the cheerleader or nerd, the presentation of the characters pulsed the audience into a whirl of nostalgia, and viewers could not help but remember their own high school days.

While the acting was in place, it was not as strong a point either. However, the incredible musical talents of the cast masked any acting flaws it might have displayed. Every cast member delivered a wonderful vocal performance and the audience enjoyed every second. The dancing was fun to watch, although the audience enjoyed every second. The show was a huge hit and a huge success.
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